July 13, 1878 (postmarked 19 J 18)

Dear Dr. Marsh,

Can you come to Mr. Gardner on Thursday afternoon 12 and drive with me and Mr. Moseley.

Etc.

Yours,

[Signature]
Dear Mr. Church,

Your magnificent :

"Dorothy White" has just reached my hands through R. F. Stevens,

I thank you most sincerely

for this Christmas gift.

I have read the introduction

Homeless (which letter I and

were much longer). A sin 8

The remarkable character of

Restoration: surely the

christian 7th, restoration. - - will
Great interest.

The extraordinary and fundamental difference between the other order of toothless birds, & its evidence of the antiquity of the kind type is a startling inference. The antiquity of the Pleistocene record.

We have the gray whale with our "whale" my dear. Mrs. Kennicott a few minutes ago - can an aboriginal to Co. La. Judge with their mustache, & their mustaches.
Aug 4th 1885.

My dear friend,

Your magnificent
engraving of the Divinity has
indeed interested me very much.

This is indeed a "magnum opus" & I thank you
most heartily for your
enormously gifted. The etching
are most beautiful, traeind
may remain of me & the
Sicilian fruit. In many
June 1. Our first boat was a small craft. We were seated in a small, open boat. With the help of the crew, we set sail from the central area of the island. The crew were expert navigators, and we were in safe hands. We were able to explore new territories, and we were excited by the prospect of new discoveries.

The island was a green oasis, with forests and meadows. The air was fresh, and the sun was shining. We were in a paradise, and we were grateful for the opportunity to explore this beautiful place.

The crew were experienced sailors, and they guided us through the water with ease. We were in good hands, and we were able to enjoy the beauty of the island.

The island was a hidden gem, and we were able to experience it in a way that was unique and special. We were in awe of the beauty of the island, and we knew that we would never forget this incredible journey.
Hoff "level it &c &c &c, it is a pleasant pal. I must learn it the day Evening what is to be called will be called women or taperer level? No pencil..."

I wish travel ... America for my next boy holiday. Perhaps she will think on another matter.

I wish becloud can be been been seen. Hurry about the day will on a forthcoming in pleasant. & is much known from York. He gives what will be occur to return on a promising £1000, but 1 needs it cool with reason &..."